
Note: when making smaller bowls, shorten both measurements by 1/8” per inch size you go down.              

Microwaveable Bowl covers

Cutting Instructions:

Step 1:

12” x 12” square (2) 12” x 12” square of batting 

12” x 12” square 

*You can make this project any size so long as your starting fabric is a square! 

**In order to be able to microwave this bowl, your fabric, thread, and batting need to be 100% cotton.

First, fuse your two batting squares to the wrong side of your A and B squares. Then, quilt each square
as desired. Just be sure that your stitching involves an X from corner to corner.    

Then, fold your fabric A square in half with right sides together. Using your ruler mark 1 1/4” up from 
the fold, and 2 1/4” horizontally on the fold. Draw a diagonal line between both points as shown below. 
Repeat on the other side.           

A C

B
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Step 2:
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Sew along the diagonal line. Cut of 1/4” from your sewn line. Repeat with your fabric B square.              

Then, take your fabric A square and fold it half the other way, and mark your two new corners repeating
the process before. Sew along the diagonal line and cut of 1/4” from the edge. Repeat with fabric B.              

Open your bowls. Turn fabric B inside out, and place it inside your fabric A bowl, so that right sides
are together.              

You can leave the ends pointed, or you can choose to round them out. If so, use a cup to cut your
corners.              
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Sew around the permiter of your bowl with a 1/4” seam. Leave a 2” gap to flip it inside out. Leave 
your gap on one of the flat edges.               

Flip your bowl right side out. Topstitch around the perimeter once more, closing the 2” gap. Sew at
about 1/8”.              

Flip your bowl right side out. Topstitch around the perimeter once more, closing the 2” gap. Sew at
about 1/8”.              

Step 3:
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